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vibrationsand audiblenoise in alternating currentmachines - nato advanced research workshop on
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dordrecht [u.a.] : kluwer, 1988 basic theory of sound, piezomaterials and vibrations - noise november
2008 5. definition • sound = the vibration of molecules around their balance position that can be detected by
the human ear • the vibrations cause variations in air pressure around the atmospheric pressure →sound
propagates as a pressure wave november 2008 6. definition november 2008 7. theoretical aspects • pressure
wave is characterized by: 1. amplitude 2. frequency ... dry-type power transformers: understanding
transformer ... - energizing of the core by the alternating voltage applied to the windings. this creates
vibrations whose fundamental frequency is twice the frequency of the applied voltage. the vibrations
producing audible sound can occur in the core, coil, mounting, and housing. the transmission of sound from
the transformer can be by various media such as air, metal, concrete, wood, or any combination ... causes
and sources of audible noise in ... - jim hendershot - causes and sources of audible noise in electric
motors james r. hendershot, jr. magna physics div. tridelta industries inc. 100 homestead ave. g.1
background and characteristics of noise - august 2018 appendix g – noise page g-1 appendix g . noise .
g.1 background and characteristics of noise . sound is created by a vibrating source that induces vibrations in
the air. the vibration produces alternating bands of relatively dense and sparse particles of air, spreading
outward from the source like ripples on a pond. sound waves dissipate with increasing distance from the
source ... aspects of design of power transformers for noise reduction - 255 aspects of design of power
transformers for noise reduction ljubomir lukic1, mirko djapic1, dusica lukic2, aleksandra petrovic1 1 university
of kragujevac, faculty of mechanical engineering kraljevo, serbia, lukic.lj@mfkv introduction to noise flychicago - sound is created by a vibrating source that induces vibrations in the air. the vibration produces
relatively dense and sparse alternating bands of particles of air, spreading outward from the source like ripples
on a pond. sound waves dissipate with increasing distance from the source. sound waves can also be reflected,
diffracted, refracted, or scattered. when the source stops vibrating, the ... from spreadsheets to
multiphysics applications, abb ... - 4 comsol news 2016 from spreadsheets to multiphysics applications,
abb continues to power up the transformer industry companies developing new and improved power
transformer equipment incur costs for prototyping noise, vibration, and harshness - reproduce the noise
during a road test. audible range of sound for sound to be heard, the resulting acoustic wave must have a
range of 20 to 20,000 hz, which is the audible range of sound for humans. while many vehicle noises are
capable of being heard, some nvh noises are not in the audible range. low-speed droning is an example of a
low frequency nvh concern that may have components not in ... low-frequency and tonal characteristics
of transformer noise - low-frequency and tonal characteristics of transformer noise . michael gange . senior
engineer, renzo tonin & associates, sydney, australia . abstract . electricity substations and their associated
transformers are necessary for community power needs. in nsw these substations are often located in rural
areas where background noise is low. noise ‘hum’ from the transformers can be an issue ... active noise
control in practice: transformer station - inter-noise 2014 page 3 of 10 inter-noise 2014 page 3 of 10 each
complete cycle of the alternating current flowing through the coil. this causes an audible hum.
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